Manipulating digital video using desktop computers, especially in uncompressed form, and communicating it over networks can be time-consuming because of it large bandwidth requirements. While the size of a videoframe is large, the amount of new information in each video frame is open quite small. We present an algorithm that predicts those parts of the video image that change from frame to frame. This effectively allows the manipulation of uncompressed digital video using common personal computers with no special hardware support. The algorithm uses a statistical technique and takes advantage of locality of change. We show that the algorithm is effective and yet is simple and low-cost.
Introduction
Manipulating digital video on desktop computers is becoming more and more popular. Frame grabbers that capture and digitize live video and store it in a computer's memory are commonly available. Displaying this video is a matter of placing the digitized frame data in the display frame buffer. Between capture and display, the frame may be processed, shipped over a network, stored to disk (to be retrieved at a later date), and so on, making full use of the general-purpose computing capabilities of the modem computer system. However, manipulating uncompressed video with software can still be a problem. Video processing and transmission is time consuming because of the large size of video. This is an issue for any algorithm whose running time is at least O(n), where n is the number of pixels in each video frame. For example, NTSC-quality video requires a frame rate of 30 frames per second, and each frame is 640x480 pixels. For a video-processing algorithm that did only one operation per pixel, one requires over 9 million operations for each second of video. Just reading and writing memory at a rate of 36 megabyteshec (assuming one 4-byte word per pixel) is taxing for most personal computers.
While the size of a video frame is large, the amount of "new information" in each video frame may be quite small. This is a property that is exploited by most compression algorithms; they identify redundancy and extract (and consequently store) only new information from a video stream. Interestingly, that act of compression still requires inspection of all the pixels to determine what is and is not redundant. So while the result is a reduced frame size, achieving that result is generally at least an O(n) algorithm.
We would like to capitalize on this property that the amount of new information per frame is generally small, and yet not pay the price of inspecting the entire frame to find the new information. There are many examples of video where much of the image remains static from frame to frame. If one knew a priori what parts were static, one could ignore them and operate (e.g. process, transmit, etc.) solely on those parts that changed. Since a video stream (in general) is not a deterministic process, one can at best produce an imperfect predictor of what pixels will change or remain static. Yet, a good predictor, e.g. one that predicted which pixels have changed with a probability of say 90%, would be very useful, as there are many applications that can tolerate errors. That there are such applications is justified by the popularity of lossy compression algorithms.
We present an algorithm that predicts with high probability what regions of the next frame in a video stream have changed after having inspected the current (and previous) frames. It exploits a property of a large class of video, that is the presence of temporal and spatial locality of change. Briefly stated, the property of temporal locality is that if a pixel in the current frame has changed, the same pixel (i.e. the pixel in the same location) in the next frame has a high likelihood of changing. The property of spatial locality is that if a pixel has changed, there is a high likelihood that nearby pixels (in the same frame) have also changed. We will present evidence that locality in video exists for a large interesting class of video.
Our algorithm achieves is high efficiency by using statistical sampling of those regions that have a high likelihood of changing, guided by the locality property. We describe the algorithm, and present the results of a performance analysis that shows that our algorithm does very well compared to a "perfect" prediction algorithm, i.e. one that has perfect knowledge of the future.
While we mentioned compression above, we do not consider our algorithm to be a "compression algorithm" per se (even though it tries to remove redundancy in a video stream and results in a representation of smaller size). Its true value is in reducing the amount of time needed to process or transmit video by ignoring parts that have not changed (and which therefore have already been processed or transmitted). Indeed, if the processing to be done is compression, then we see our algorithm as an aid to 0-7803-6536-4/00/$10.00 (c) 2000 IEEE achieving a more efficient compression rather than a replacement for it.
Locality in Video
Consider a video stream as a sequence of frames, where each frame describes the image of the video stream at a particular point in time. By locality of change in video, we mean the property that changes in the video's image are localized in time or space. Video is said to exhibit temporal locality if a point in the image continues to change over some time interval; the more points and the longer the time intervals, the greater the degree of temporal locality. A region of an image is said to exhibit spatial locality if the points in that region change together, i.e., a change in one implies a change in the others; the more regions and the greater their size, the greater the degree of spatial locality. Note that we do not care how they change (e.g., whether they turn from a specific color to another), but just that they changed.
To evaluate the presence of locality, we examined a large number of videos, including movie clips and television program clips. As a simple level of classification, we determined whether they exhibited "low dynamics" or "high dynamics." By low dynamics, we mean videos where there is generally little change from one frame to the next, as in clips of "talking heads" on news programs. High dynamics means videos where there are many changes, as in movies with action scenes.
For a wide range of video exhibiting low dynamics, we found that, on average: 93% of the image exhibited temporal continuity, and 89% exhibited spatial continuity 69% exhibited temporal locality of change, and 18% exhibited spatial locality of change 12% of the image's pixels change For a wide range of video exhibiting high dynamics, we 80% of the image exhibited temporal continuity, and 73% exhibited spatial continuity 77% exhibited temporal locality of change, and 35% exhibited spatial locality of change 47% of image's pixels change These observations suggested to us that predictability found that, on average: based on exploiting locality is worth pursuing.
Predictive Block Sampling
The PBS algorithm uses time and space locality to guide its search for changed blocks. Since the use of space locality requires knowledge of a changed blocks (so that neigh- 
Experimental Setup
All our experiments are conducted on the DECstation 5000/240 which has a RISC processor R4000 running at 30 MHz (a fairly "low-power'' computer compared to current PCs on the market). The DECstations are equipped with a DECvideo/TX frame buffer with a PIP frame grabber daughter card connected directly on board. Data captured and digitized by the frame grabber can be accessed via the frame buffer. The frame buffer is 24-bit deep which can display 24-bit true-color or 8-bit color-mapped images simultaneously on the workstation monitor.
The supporting software includes a version of Ultrix 4.2A operating system with our own local modifications, and the X Window System version 11, release 4 with MIT-
S H M shared memory extension and Xv video extension.
The main modification to Ultrix of relevance here is the ability for many processes to access the frame buffer at the same time. This enables our program to access the video data without going through the X Window System server.
The video frame size is 320x240 pixels. It is further divided into 1200 8x8 pixels blocks. Each block has a We present the performance of the predictive block unique identifier, and can be randomly accessed and independently processed. The captured video pixel is in 24-bit RGB format where each red, green, and blue component requires 8 bits. A pixel is stored in a 4-byte word to avoid by te-alignment.
We use a variety of video clips.stored on laser disc or video tape as our test samples. The test sampIes are separated into two categories, high-dynamics video (HDV) and low-dynamics video (LDV). The LDV consists of mostly head and shoulder scenes of a person talking in front of a fixed background. This type of video is common in videophone or videoconferencing situations. The LDV sequences are named Adoody, Davis, Dimlight, Haast, Jenning, Kelly, Sawyer, and Yeager.
The HDV consists of scenes with many complex movements resulting from camera zooming, camera panning, or from the objects in the video moving. The HDV sequences are named Baseball, Crowd-random, Crowd-zoom, Fire, Panning, and Pedestrian.
Accuracy and Efficiency
Our first set of experimental result shows how accurate and efficient the PBS algorithm is. PBS is accurate if it catches the majority of the blocks that changed from one frame the next. PBS is efficient if most of its sampled blocks actually changed.
For each frame, we compared the result of the PBS estimation algorithm against the results from a "perfect" change evaluation algorithm. Table 1 shows the accuracy and efficiency statistics for HDV and Table 2 shows similar statistics for LDV under the basic sampling algorithm. For LDV, the basic sampling algorithm caught 77% of the changes while having to sample only 23% of the frame, reducing processing for the rest of the system by a factor of 4. For HDV, the basic sampling algorithm caught 93% of the changes, but it had to sample 72% of the frame. While having to sample 72% of the frame is not as impressive, it is still a savings over conventional frame differencing.
Note that for our LDV test samples, PBS performed well for most cases except for sequence Kelly and Yeager. The bad results in these sequences resulted from noise in the video, bringing the accuracy average down to 77%. We can enhance the PBS performance by the following enhancement:
Extend temporal locality (ETL). In our definition of temporal locality, we stated that if a block changed in framei-l, then it is likely to change again in framei, and if a block didn't change from framei-l then it is likely to remain the same in framei. Due to noise in the process of evaluating change, we have to set the noise threshold artificially high to eliminate noise. However, this also eliminate some real changes. When this happens, the continuity in locality is broken resulting in inaccuracy. We can compensate by noting that if a block changes, then the same block in the next N frames will also likely change. Thus we sample that block for the next N frames. [5] . Our sampling scheme is different than those discussed because we sample at block granularity and those blocks that we sample are dynamically determined based on locality. Our ability to change the set of blocks that are sampled makes our algorithm effective and yet low-cost.
Bias noise threshold (BNT

Conclusions
We have presented the PBS algorithm, which effectively determines which parts of a video image have changed from frame to frame in a low-cost way. The algorithm uses a statistical technique, and is rooted in the hypothesis that locality exists in the areas of the video image that change.
We carried out experiments that show that, indeed, a high degree of locality exists in video, especially that characterized by low-dynamics (although locality exists also in high-dynamics video). By exploiting this locality, the algorithm is very effective and can be implemented on low-cost low-power personal computers. We ran the algorithm on both pre-existing video and on video acquired in real-time (used in a video-conferencing application), and in both sets of cases, high performance was achieved. The enhancements improved the average accuracy from 17% to 89% while having to sample only 7% more. We still save by not touching 70% of the frame.
Related Work
Many video encoding schemes also subsample the original data set. One way of subsampling video data is at the frame granularity. For example, in [6] , data and processing reduction is achieved by not encoding certain frames, ignoring the whole frame. To optimize the quality, they vary the frames to drop depending on the amount of motion detected within the frames.
Another way to subsample video data is to subsample at pixel granularity. In [2,3], the pixels are subsampled at regular periodic interval (i.e., every N pixel). Again, the idea here is not so much to save processing time but to reduce data rate. A study of frame difference statistics of video signals for videophone type pictures at pixel granularity is presented in [ 11, showing that the amount of change is very volatile from frame to frame which makes it difficult for variable bit rate transmission of video data. In [4], the characteristics of coded video is broken down into three types of blocks: low-motion, medium-motion, ETL and BNT 81 33
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